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Intrinsic Quantum Spin Hall Effect (QSH)

What is the intrinsic QSH-Effect? 

⇒ measurement of a conductance plateau even when your Fermi level is in an 
insulating gap
=> current is transported by edge states in the insulating gap

Some differences to the integer QH-Effect:

⇒ special band structure of the material is necessary
⇒ zero external magnetic field 
⇒ charge carriers with opposite spin counterpropagate on a given helical edge state
⇒ and more….
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Band Structure
- n-type modulation doping in HgTe forms a Quantum Well  (QW) sandwiched in 

(HgTe)Cd barriers
- band structure in HgTe can be inverted 

- conduction band E1 is p-orbital
- valence band heavy hole HH1 is s-orbital

=> ‘topologically non-trivial state’

CB and VB can be inverted by the thickness ‘d’ of the QW: 
- wide QW: inverted band structure
- narrow QW: conventional band structure
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Conventional Band Structure
1) apply an external magnetic field
2) apply voltage to gate electrodes Vg

=> Fermi level can be shifted by Vgate from n conductance to p-conductance through 
an insulating gap
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Inverted Band Structure

transition from the 
insulating state to the QH-state
=> counterpropagating edge states form

positive QH-effect negative QH-effectno QH-effect
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Quantum Hall Effect

p-type conduction

n-type conduction
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Material Properties for HgTe-QW

Bc(T): transition from the insulating state 
to the QH-state
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Device Characterisation
- n-type modulation –doped HgTe/Hg0.3Cd0.7Te QW structures
- gate electrodes: Ti/Au 
- insulating layer below gate electrodes: 110 nm Si2N4/SiO2 
- ‘n’-carrier concentration = 1.3 x 10 11 cm-2
- mobility = 1.5 x 105 cm²V-1s-1

- Hall bar geometry:
(600 x 200) µm²
(20.0 x 13.3) µm²
( 1.0 x 1.0)   µm²
( 1.0 x 0.5)  µm

Tbase = 30 mK
Tbase = 1.4 K

B-fields up to 18 T
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Quantum-Spin-Hall Effect (Bext = 0T)

black: normal bands (20.0 x 13.3) µm²

blue:  inverted bands (20.0 x 13.3) µm²
red: inverted bands (1.0 x 1.0) µm²
green: inverted bands (1.0 x 0.5) µm²

p-type conductance n-type conductance
insulating gap

Scan of Fermi level through insulating gap

QSH-effect
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Quantum-Spin-Hall Effect (Bext = 0T)

Landau Levels without external magnetic field ? ? ?

Strong Spin-Orbit Coupling! => time reversal symmetry is NOT broken

⇒ degenerated (=gapless) helical edge states form in the insulating gap
- two states with opposite spin counterpropagate at the edge

⇒ helical edge states provide finite conductance in the insulating gap
- conductance independent of the sample width
- resistant to scattering: no heat dissipation
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Quantum-Spin-Hall Effect (Bext > 0T)

Even small external B-field breaks time reversal symmetry (TRS)
⇒ helical edge states are not protected any more by TRS

- gap in helical edge states opens
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Summary
• Helical edge states exist at zero exernal field in the insulating gap
• Helical edge states produce a finite conductance (2e²/h) in the insulating gap
• Helical edge states are protected by the time reversal symmetry

• To create helical edge state it is necessary to have: 
- material with inverted band structure
- material with strong spin-orbit coupling

• External magnetic field breaks helical edge state
– No Quantum-Spin Hall effect (QSH)

• QSH effect was measured in charge transport measurements, INSENSITIVE to spin
currents

– Spin sensitive probes could act as spin filters to measure spin current
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Thank you for your attention


